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Check out our ingenious 
fabric exhibition stands



And we’re absolutely thrilled-to-bits
to make your acquaintance

Looking for someone local to help launch your new website project? 
To make the most of your marketing budget? For someone who 
doesn’t speak jargon at you? A designer, printer or website maker?

Yay! You found us! How did you get to be sooo lucky? 

PRINTING 
WEBSITES 
DISPLAYS 
EXHIBITIONS 
SIGNS 
BANNERS 
SEO & PPC 
DESIGN

WE ARE NETTL



CREATIVE DESIGN
Artwork Packages
We try to keep our artwork prices as simple and transparent as possible. The packages 
below show the prices we typically charge for popular printed items. In most cases this is 
the price that you will pay. However, if you change your brief during the design process, 
you may incur additional charges.

Corporate Identity
“I don’t need a logo to succeed” Maybe. But it helps. It’s the centrepiece of your brand. 
If it wasn’t important, would the big boys and girls spend so much time developing their 
brands? We think not. We design logos day in, day out and we offer Corporate Identity 
packages to suit any budget.

Logo Face  
Lift  

£99

Logo looking tired and out 
of date? Let us give it a quick 
nip and tuck and a cheeky 
face lift.

£149

Already have a strong idea 
for your corporate image 
but need us to realise 
your concept? Our Budget 
Package includes 1/2 
consultation, 2 hours design 
time, a minimum of 2 logo 
ideas and 1/2 hour fine-
tuning. 

Budget Corporate 
Identity 

£299

We’ll take care of it all - 
from concept and research 
through to visualisation.
Our Premium Package 
includes 1 hour consultation, 
2 hours research and 
development, 2 hours design 
time, a minimum of 2 logo 
ideas and 1 hour fine-tuning.

Premium 
Corporate Identity

Business Card Design 
(Supplied logo) 
from £35

Stationery Design 
(Business Card, Letterhead and Compliment Slips)
from £69

Leaflet / Flyer Design
(Single sided)
from £39 
(Double sided)
from £69

Brochure Design 
from £199



YOUR 
NEIGHBOURHOOD
Creative design studio
This guide shows the digital printing and 
large format ranges from Nettl of  Glasgow, 
as well as our creative design services. See 
our full range, including all our litho printed 
products at www.glasgow-printing.com

Silk Business Cards Laminated Business Cards

Let us know 
what you’d 

like to order.

We’ll put 
the order on
our system...

...and email 
you the 

order form.

...we’ll start 
production of 
your order...

...and let you 
know when 
it’s ready.

Once 
payment is 
received...

400gsm SILK or 350gsm UNCOATED 400gsm SILK + MATT LAMINATION
BUSINESS CARDS BUSINESS CARDS

THE SPEC:  Business cards are produced at 85x55mm - others sizes are possible but may incur extra cost.

50 £28

100 £29

200 £32

300 £38

400 £41

500 £43

Matt Soft Touch

50 £37 £42

100 £38 £43

200 £41 £46

300 £49 £55

400 £53 £58

500 £57 £62



HOW TO SUPPLY 
PRINT FILES
Want to supply your own artwork?  
No problem!

We require all files supplied with 3mm bleed on all edges to ensure edge to 
edge printing. The below sizes include 3mm bleed on all edges.

A7   80x111mm

A6  111x154mm

A5 154x216mm 

DL  216x105mm

A4 216x303mm

A3  303x426mm

A2 426x600mm

A1  600x847mm

A0  847x1195mm
 

Business Cards  91x61mm        
Banner Stands  806x2276mm

What size should my file be?

What is the specification? Why not RGB?

Save your file as a PDF 
Email your file direct to  glasgow@nettl.com 

CMYK      300dpi 
or 150 dpi if it’s A2 or larger

RGB is used for electronic devices (monitors, 
TVs) while printers use a CMYK process. We 
can convert your RGB file to CMYK, but it can 
result in some colours appearing washed out. 
We recommend creating your file in CMYK in 
the first instance so we can match your colours 
as closely as possible.

ENSURE ALL TEXT & LOGOS 
ARE AT LEAST 7MM AWAY 
FROM THE PAGE EDGE



THE SPEC:  All leaflets & folded leaflets are printed on 150gsm silk as standard.  
Other stocks are available, please contact us for a custom quote.

WE OFFER SAME DAY PRINTING...
...on many items in this buying guide.  Look out for 

the estimated turnaround time on each product.

If you are supplying your own artwork,  
please read our instructions on page 6.

Incorrect files can affect turnaround time.
0141 248 9700

glasgow@nettl.com

Folded Leaflets

150gsm SILK :: SINGLE SIDED

100gsm UNCOATED

150gsm SILK :: DOUBLE SIDED

150gsm SILK

LEAFLETS

FOLDED LEAFLETS

LEAFLETS

FOLDED LEAFLETS

Leaflets

A5 A4 A3

50 £47 £51 £60

100 £50 £58 £72

250 £60 £78 £113

500 £87 £118 £174

1000 £114 £163 £267

A5 A4 A3

50 £44 £47 £56

100 £46 £54 £68

250 £56 £71 £104

500 £81 £104 £156

1000 £104 £156 £240

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £29 £30 £32 £33 £37 £45

100 £30 £32 £33 £34 £43 £58

250 £33 £37 £40 £45 £62 £81

500 £36 £44 £49 £61 £87 £142

1000 £44 £60 £67 £83 £140 £251

A7 A6  ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £28 £29 £30 £32 £35 £41

100 £29 £30 £32 £34 £40 £50

250 £32 £35 £37 £41 £54 £79

500 £34 £40 £44 £53 £72 £113

1000 £40 £57 £61 £77 £113 £196



Flyers

300gsm SILK/UNCOATED
DOUBLE SIDED

350gsm SILK/UNCOATED 
SINGLE SIDED

300gsm SILK/UNCOATED
SINGLE SIDED

350gsm SILK/UNCOATED
DOUBLE SIDED

FLYERS/POSTCARDS

FLYERS/POSTCARDS

FLYERS/POSTCARDS

FLYERS/POSTCARDS

PLEASE NOTE:  Giveaway leaflets/flyers are VAT exempt.  
If your product is intended to be retained, like a postcard, then VAT is applicable.

CREASING 

All card stocks can be creased, including 
laminated.  Up to 9 creases per card.

Up to 100 £19

Up to 250 £29

Up to 500 £39

Each additional 500 £13

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £38 £39 £41 £43 £47 £61

100 £39 £41 £43 £46 £58 £80

250 £43 £47 £51 £60 £85 £129

500 £53 £58 £66 £83 £118 £198

1000 £76 £82 £98 £117 £191 £357

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £33 £35 £36 £37 £42 £51

100 £34 £36 £37 £42 £50 £68

250 £40 £44 £47 £56 £79 £123

500 £50 £56 £62 £79 £99 £170

1000 £72 £79 £94 £98 £167 £295

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £36 £37 £38 £39 £44 £57

100 £37 £38 £41 £43 £54 £74

250 £40 £44 £49 £55 £78 £118

500 £48 £55 £61 £77 £108 £187

1000 £68 £75 £89 £107 £173 £324

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £30 £33 £34 £35 £39 £48

100 £33 £34 £35 £37 £46 £62

250 £36 £39 £41 £48 £68 £104

500 £44 £49 £54 £68 £83 £163

1000 £62 £68 £81 £90 £154 £268



PLEASE NOTE:  Giveaway leaflets/flyers are VAT exempt.  
If your product is intended to be retained, like a postcard, then VAT is applicable.

Standard Folder template, with glued pocket, 
business card slot and with/without 5mm capacity

Digital folders have glued pockets and are made up 
to finished size. Pocket printing is included in the 
price. Prices above are for folders using our standard 
template. Includes business card slot. Available with 
5mm capacity or flat. Custom templates - add £100

350gsm SILK :: SINGLE SIDED
+ MATT LAMINATION

350gsm SILK :: DOUBLE SIDED
+ MATT LAMINATION

350gsm SILK :: DOUBLE SIDED 350gsm SILK :: DOUBLE SIDED
+ MATT LAMINATION

LAMINATED FLYERS LAMINATED FLYERS

PLEASE NOTE:   Adding lamination/creasing to your product makes it VAT applicable.

DIGITAL PRESENTATION FOLDERS

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £49 £54 £57 £59 £69 £85

100 £54 £57 £59 £69 £85 £115

250 £64 £71 £78 £87 £122 £174

500 £71 £87 £97 £119 £158 £276

1000 £87 £117 £128 £165 £271 £498

A7 A6 ⅓ A4 A5 A4 A3

50 £46 £48 £54 £57 £66 £76

100 £54 £57 £60 £62 £78 £104

250 £60 £66 £71 £80 £110 £155

500 £66 £80 £88 £108 £140 £243

1000 £80 £104 £114 £148 £239 £439

NON-CAPACITY CAPACITY

A5 A4 A5 A4

100 £162 £267 £177 £288

200 £194 £331 £209 £356

300 £237 £345 £261 £431

400 £269 £448 £295 £484

500 £302 £508 £330 £549

NON-CAPACITY CAPACITY

A5 A4 A5 A4

100 £187 £302 £205 £322

200 £246 £396 £264 £424

300 £315 £496 £341 £524

400 £374 £583 £399 £618

500 £429 £676 £463 £717



SIGNS
Most types of business need signage. Retail shops, restaurants, bars, factories 
and takeaways are just some of the businesses that need well designed, 
durable signs that highlight their branding and draw in new customers. Nettl 
of Glasgow specialise in designing, producing and installing signs for the 
businesses in Glasgow, the Central Belt and the West Coast of Scotland. Our 
sister studio, Nettl of Edinburgh covers the East Coast.

DIBOND & ALUMINIUM TRAYS
CUT-OUT LETTERS
FRET-CUT SIGNS
WINDOW GRAPHICS
SELF ADHESIVE VINYL
BACKLIT SIGNAGE
BESPOKE INSTALLS
FLOOR GRAPHICS



Full bleed booklets produced on 
our square back booklet maker 
for a very flat, impressive finish. 
Available with thick covers, matt 
laminated covers, various inner 
stocks - just ask!

WANT A THICKER COVER? JUST ADD 10% TO THE PRICES ABOVE FOR 250GSM OR 300GSM COVERS OR
WANT A LAMINATED COVER? JUST ADD 20% TO THE PRICES ABOVE FOR 250GSM GLOSS/MATT LAM COVERS

BOOKLETS

A5 :: 100gsm UNCOATED

A4 :: 100gsm UNCOATED

A5 :: 150gsm SILK

A4 :: 150gsm SILK

50 100 200 300 400 500

8pp £85 £101 £160 £223 £282 £327

12pp £96 £131 £216 £267 £336 £417

16pp £116 £159 £273 £339 £426 £503

20pp £129 £186 £289 £408 £516 £642

24pp £146 £216 £339 £479 £604 £755

28pp £159 £243 £388 £549 £695 £826

32pp £179 £273 £434 £620 £758 £912

36pp £191 £299 £486 £689 £846 £1019

50 100 200 300 400 500

8pp £78 £97 £152 £212 £267 £311

12pp £91 £124 £206 £254 £320 £397

16pp £106 £152 £259 £322 £405 £504

20pp £119 £178 £274 £388 £491 £611

24pp £135 £206 £322 £455 £575 £717

28pp £152 £232 £369 £524 £659 £785

32pp £166 £258 £416 £589 £721 £868

36pp £182 £285 £461 £657 £804 £969

50 100 200 300 400 500

8pp £65 £78 £116 £162 £200 £249

12pp £75 £97 £153 £215 £268 £333

16pp £85 £116 £190 £267 £336 £417

20pp £95 £134 £228 £321 £404 £503

24pp £106 £153 £265 £373 £472 £587

28pp £117 £172 £303 £428 £541 £672

32pp £126 £190 £339 £482 £608 £757

36pp £135 £208 £376 £532 £672 £769

50 100 200 300 400 500

8pp £61 £75 £109 £153 £191 £237

12pp £73 £92 £146 £205 £255 £317

16pp £81 £109 £182 £254 £320 £397

20pp £91 £128 £218 £306 £384 £477

24pp £100 £146 £252 £356 £449 £559

28pp £109 £163 £287 £406 £514 £639

32pp £119 £182 £323 £458 £579 £719

36pp £129 £197 £358 £505 £639 £741



Poster

Encapsulated Poster

LAMINATION V ENCAPSULATION?  To waterproof your poster you need to add Encapsulation.  
Laminate is a different finish which leaves the product open at the edges so is wipeable but not waterproof.

POSTER TUBES:                   £3 for A1 | £5 for A0

LARGE 
FORMAT

190gsm SATIN OR 180gsm UNCOATED

MATT LAMINATION 
GLOSS ENCAPSULATION

HI-DEFINITION POSTERS

LAMINATED POSTERS

1 5 10

A3 £25 £19 £18

A2 £27 £21 £20

A1 £33 £25 £24

1 5 10+

A2 (420 x 594mm) £19 £12 £11 

A1 (594 x 841mm) £24 £15 £13 

B1 (693 x 1000mm) £28 £19 £17

A0 (841 x 1189mm) £35 £29 £26 

2A0 (1189mm x 1682mm) £56 £40 £36

Custom (price per M2) £32 £28 £25



BANNER STANDS - 
Each unit collapses 
into the stand and is 
provided with an easily 
transportable carry-case.

Foamex

Correx

1 £89

2 - 4 £84 (each)

5 + £79 (each)

2 x 1m £57

3 x 1m £83

Custom sizes £quote

HIGH QUALITY ROLL-UP STAND

350gsm POLYCOTTON

VINYL BANNERS WITH EYELETS

5mm FOAMEX, SINGLE SIDED

4mm CORREX, SINGLE SIDED

BANNER STANDS

CANVAS

OUTDOOR BANNERS

FOAMEX

CORREX

1 5 10+

A2 (420 x 594mm) £21 £14 £13

A1 (594 x 841mm) £26 £17 £15

A0 (841 x 1189mm) £37 £21 £19

Custom (price per M2) £34 £33 £30

1 5 10+

A3 (297 x 420mm) £34 £12 £11

A2 (420 x 594mm) £37 £14 £14

A1 (594 x 841mm) £40 £22 £20

A0 (841 x 1189mm) £44 £30 £26

1 5 10+

A3 (297 x 420mm) £32 £11 £9

A2 (420 x 594mm) £35 £13 £11

A1 (594 x 841mm) £38 £19 £17

A0 (841 x 1189mm) £42 £26 £23

Going outdoors? Add 10% for lamination.



FABRIC EXHIBITION DISPLAY & STANDS

Stage 30 from £480
Rialto Bridge from £480

from £446 FDSRO0FC

from £760

from £377 FDSBL0FC

Rialto Bridge & Stage 30

Curve 30

Stage 46

Curve 24

Combine a straight backdrop with bridge 
to make a 3D stand. Connection kit 
available separately. TV not included.

3.0m wide curved stand 2.4m wide curved stand

4.6m wide straight stand

from £358 FDSCH0FC

Stage 18
1.8m wide straight stand

from £279 from £267 FDSWINFC

Python Baby Python
2.3m high stand 1.9m high stand

from £577

from £531

 King Python

Booth 

3.5m high stand

Pop up kiosk

Gone are the days of lugging around 
heavy cases. Goodbye to magnetic 
bars and crying, trying to hang graphics 
precisely. Say farewell to posters which 
don’t last a second show.

There are many reasons people are 
choosing fabric displays.

They’re lightweight – each comes with a 
carrycase. They’re compact – fit them in 

the boot of a car. They’re robust – use them 
time and time again. They look great – a 
single continuous graphic in eye-popping 
high-definition. They’re great value – they 
cost much less than you’d think.

Each display is a frame, which clips together. 
Then stretch a ‘duvet’ graphic over. Up in 
minutes, down in half that time.   



Visit our Nettl of Edinburgh 
exhibition stands showroom



PLEASE NOTE: For 80gsm uncoated throughout deduct 10% from the above 
prices.  Thicker covers printed on 300gsm silk are available for 5% extra.

A4 UNCOATED

A4, 150GSM SILK :: SINGLE/DOUBLE SIDED

STICKER SHEETS

WIRO-BOUND DOCUMENTS

PLEASE NOTE:  Other sizes, shapes and stocks are available - please ask if you have specific requirements.  
Total volume can vary by 2-3 sheets due to setup requirements.

We can print stickers on to 
kiss-cut A4 sheets.  The quantity 
of stickers per sheet depends 
on your chosen style.  Here’s the 
prices for the quantity of sheets 
available and underneath is how 
many stickers per order.

Orders available is sets of the above quantities.  Below are how many stickers  
there are for some of our most popular sizes:  

SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE SIDED

Number of sheets 25 50 100 250 500

A4 £47 £72 £141 £208 £288

25 50 100

10pp £90 £159 £300

20pp £116 £212 £384

30pp £141 £264 £496

40pp £166 £316 £611

50pp £193 £368 £714

25 50 100

10pp £113 £199 £376

20pp £145 £265 £504

30pp £176 £330 £620

40pp £208 £395 £764

50pp £242 £460 £893

Rectangles 25 50 100 250 500

8 Labels per page (99.1 x 57mm) 200 400 800 2000 4000

14 Labels per page (99.1 x 38.1mm) 350 700 1400 3500 7000

21 Labels per page (63.5 x 29.6mm) 525 1050 2100 5250 10500

Circles 25 50 100 250 500

6 Labels per page (85mm diameter) 150 300 600 1500 3000

15 Labels per page (51mm) 375 750 1500 3750 7500

35 Labels per page (37mm) 875 1750 3500 8750 17500



PLEASE NOTE:  Other sizes, shapes and stocks are available - please ask if you have specific requirements.  
Total volume can vary by 2-3 sheets due to setup requirements.

2-PART/3-PART, A6/A5/A4
NCR PADS

THE SPEC:
Prices quotes above are for single colour, single sided print only, including sequential numbering and perforation 
Writing shield included with each pad.
Pads are made up with 50 sets as standard but other pads can be made from sets 25 up to 100 on request.
Add 10% to price for each additional colour 
Add 25% to price to include printing on reverse

A6 2-PART 3-PART

100 (2 PADS) £76 £104

250 (5 PADS) £92 £107

500 (10 PADS) £99 £111

750 (15 PADS) £104 £118

1000 (20 PADS) £107 £121

2000 (40 PADS) £130 £162

A5 2-PART 3-PART

100 (2 PADS) £99 £104

250 (5 PADS) £114 £135

500 (10 PADS) £134 £155

750 (15 PADS) £150 £174

1000 (20 PADS) £171 £193

2000 (40 PADS) £221 £240

A4 2-PART 3-PART

100 (2 PADS) £103 £121

250 (5 PADS) £124 £145

500 (10 PADS) £153 £174

750 (15 PADS) £183 £219

1000 (20 PADS) £208 £239

2000 (40 PADS) £275 £351



WEBSITES 
SEO 
ECOMMERCE

Sell your delightful wares online with a new website or 
ecommerce web shop.

You’re trying to win a new customer. You’ve intrigued them with 
a mailer or brochure. Or maybe they’ve seen the banner on your 
premises. Perhaps you’ve rubbed elbows at a networking event.

What do they do next? Probably Google you. And, almost 
certainly, look at your website. Why? For more information. For 
assurance. To decide if you’re a credible outfit.

More than half of search is now from mobiles. Does your website 
work well on a smartphone? Is it easy for customers to buy, 
to book or to browse? Or is it time for an upgrade? To convert 
browsers into buyers.

Talk to us - arrange a no-obligation consultation now



As standard, customers collect their orders from the studio. We can deliver 
locally or nationwide for a small additional fee. If you need delivery in 
Glasgow City Centre then we can arrange a same day courier delivery 
from £6+VAT. Most of our local deliveries are done by an environmentally 
friendly bike courier.  We can despatch to most UK mainland addresses on 
a next day, pre-12, or pre-10am delivery.  

When we send you your order form you can then go to the nettl.com website and pay for it 
via our Stripe Gateway.  Otherwise we can take card details over the phone, BACS payments, 
cheque or cash. Established companies with a good trading record who order print regularly 
can apply for a 30 day credit account.

COLLECTION/DELIVERY

PAYMENT

£6from
GLASGOW CITY CENTRE

£9from
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY



Nettl studios are independently owned and operated under licence from Grafenia plc

995 Argyle St, Glasgow G3 8LZ

0141 248 9700 
glasgow@nettl.com 

www.nettlofglasgow.co.uk

Prices subject to change. March 2023 - Version 8.7

of Glasgow


